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Abstract

We recorded neural activity in male monkeys playing a variant of the game “chicken” in which 

they made decisions to cooperate or not cooperate to obtain rewards of different sizes. Neurons in 

mid superior temporal sulcus (mSTS), previously implicated in social perception, signaled 

strategic information, including payoffs, other player’s intentions, reward outcomes, and 

predictions about the other player; a subpopulation of mSTS neurons selectively signaled 

cooperatively obtained rewards. Neurons in anterior cingulate gyrus (ACCg), previously 

implicated in vicarious reinforcement and empathy, carried less information about strategic 

variables, especially cooperative reward. Strategic signals were not reducible to perceptual 

information about the other player or motor contingencies. These findings suggest the capacity to 

compute models of other agents has deep roots in the strategic social behavior of primates and that 

ACCg and mSTS support these computations.

Introduction

The evolutionary, economic, and biological origins of human cooperation remain hotly 

debated 1,2. Both emotional and cognitive mechanisms shape the decisions people make 

when they interact with others, especially whether to cooperate. Vicarious feelings of reward 

or pain experienced by another (empathy) can provoke prosocial actions3. Strategic 

reasoning about the beliefs, desires, and goals of another individual (mentalizing or theory-

of-mind) guides the decision to cooperate with or betray a partner4. These two processes 

interact; manipulations that increase empathy enhance cooperation 5,6.

Two separate but interacting brain systems appear to support empathy and mentalizing 

during social decisions 7. In humans, empathy and vicarious experience evoke hemodynamic 
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activity in anterior cingulate gyrus (ACCg), anterior insula, and amygdala, and neurons in 

primate ACCg and amygdala signal experienced by other monkeys 8,9. By contrast, thinking 

about the beliefs, desires, or goals of others evokes hemodynamic activity in the dorsomedial 

prefrontal cortex (dmPFC) and temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) in humans 7,10,11. The 

neuronal mechanisms underlying such mentalizing-related activity, however, remain poorly 

understood, in part due to difficulty in eliciting strategic social behavior in primates or other 

animals in which neuronal activity can be studied directly12 as well as lack of 

neurophysiological or histological evidence for a TPJ homolog in nonhuman primates 13.

Recent studies in macaques proposed that portions of the middle superior temporal sulcus 

(mSTS), an area of extrastriate visual cortex known to encode perceptual social information 

like faces and bodies, 14,15 may be the primate homolog of TPJ based on patterns of 

correlated hemodynamic activity revealed by resting-state functional MRI. An fMRI study 

in macaques found multiple patches along and within the STS are selectively activated by 

viewing social interactions compared with viewing interactions between objects 16. Sallet et 

al. (2011)17 reported the size of an area within the ventral bank and fundus of the mSTS 

varied with social network size in macaques, suggesting a functional relationship between 

portions of the mSTS and social interactions. These findings invite the possibility that 

inferences about the mental states of others and predictions of their behavior, which are 

associated with activation of human dmPFC and TPJ, emerge from integration of perceptual 

information about the actions and behavioral states of others, which in macaques is encoded 

by neurons in mSTS and other areas, with information about reward outcomes and prior 

interactions. Whether neurons in macaque mSTS encode information supporting inferences 

about the mental states of others during social interactions remains unknown.

Mentalizing in humans is typically studied in two ways. One, participants are asked to 

verbally report what they think another individual believes, wants, or will do18. Examples of 

this approach include false belief tasks18, reading the mind in the eyes test (RMET)19, or 

psychometric questionnaires such as the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS)20. Two, 

participants engage in strategic gameplay and their choices are modeled to infer the 

underlying computational processes21. This approach derives from game theory in 

economics, and includes classic tasks such as Prisoner’s Dilemma, Dictator Game, Stag 

Hunt, and others. Importantly, the game theory approach can be applied to the behavior of 

animals, making it well-suited to uncovering the computational processes and 

neurobiological mechanisms underlying strategic behavior12,22.

Here we trained monkeys to play a novel variant of the “chicken” game 23. Metaphorically, 

this game pits two cars driving towards each other. Deviating yields a small “chicken” 

reward, whereas going straight, without colliding, yields a larger reward. If both players go 

straight, they crash and no one receives reward. Chicken is uniquely suited to contrasting 

selfish and prosocial preferences 24. When played iteratively, chicken offers players the 

opportunity to learn about the motivations and tendencies of the other player, and to 

cooperate by taking turns choosing the large and chicken rewards. Iterated chicken games 

take longer to converge on an equilibrium, or steady state, than other games like prisoner’s 

dilemma, 25consistent with a greater depth of reasoning and extended learning. Iterated play 
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of chicken thus provides a powerful paradigm to expose the computations underlying 

strategic social decisions in animals.

The classic chicken game is an anti-coordination game in which the best strategies and 

outcomes are achieved by players making different moves.24 Typically, choices are made 

simultaneously by both players. These features of the classic chicken game make it difficult 

to develop simultaneous cooperation.24,26 We modified the classic chicken game in three 

important ways to promote the development of cooperation between monkeys and to 

uncover the contributions of perceptual and cognitive processes on strategic behavior. First, 

we added a “cooperation bar” that allowed monkeys to either cooperate with each other to 

obtain equal rewards. This approach is explicitly modeled on rope-pulling tasks used in prior 

studies to elicit cooperation in chimpanzees27, bonobos28, capuchin monkeys29, hyenas30, 

and children31. Second, we added a visible cue that on half of trials was correlated with a 

monkey’s currently favored option, which the other monkey could use to help guide his 

decision and potentially coordinate their actions; on the other half of trials this cue was 

uninformative. Third, we varied social context: monkeys played against a live monkey, a 

computer, or a decoy monkey, allowing us to determine the impact of social perceptual cues 

that might inform strategic decisions. Our approach thus permitted us to study the 

computational processes and neuronal mechanisms mediating cooperation on single trials, as 

the product of current payoffs, prior history of rewards, previous choices, prior behavior of 

the other player, and social context. To formally guide our analyses, we developed an 

iterated series of mathematical models that assumed increasingly sophisticated computations 

underlying decision-making

Our task was physically realized as follows (see supplementary material: task video). In each 

session, a monkey played against another monkey (‘live’), against a computer (“computer”), 

or against a computer with a decoy monkey present (‘decoy’). In live and decoy conditions, 

two monkeys faced each other across a horizontal screen (Figure 1A). Two colored rings 

(hereafter ‘cars’), 6 arrays of tokens, and a white “cooperation bar” were presented (Figure 

1B &C). Each car, indicated by color and position, was controlled by a monkey player. 

Monkeys used a joystick to choose whether their car would go straight or deviate. Token 

arrays, also identified for each monkey by color, indicated amount of juice reward available 

for choosing straight, for deviating alone (‘chicken reward’), and for cooperating. If one 

monkey chose straight and the other deviated, each would receive an amount of juice 

proportional to the tokens acquired. If both monkeys chose straight, the cars “crashed” into 

each other, and no reward was delivered. If both monkeys chose to deviate, they each 

received the associated rewards plus bonus tokens exposed by moving the cooperation bar 

(Figure 1C & D). Number of tokens, and thus available rewards, varied randomly from trial 

to trial.

Each car enclosed white dots that moved smoothly in the direction in which the joystick was 

currently held, providing a cue to the other monkey that could either be visually clear (90% 

correlated dots) or ambiguous (0% correlated dots). Dot motion coherence was randomized 

across trials. Holding the joystick in one direction for 0.5 secs committed the player to a 

choice, whereupon the dots changed color from white to the players’ color (Figure 1, 

M1=red and M2=blue).
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Results

Monkeys use perceptual information and strategic inference when deciding whether to 
cooperate

Overall, monkeys’ choices aligned with the Nash equilibrium, a steady state in which no 

player can gain an advantage by unilaterally adopting another strategy 32(Figure 2A, 

example pair; Yellow outlines = Nash equilibrium). Figure 2A plots frequency of choices for 

an example pair of monkeys, segregated by dot correlation and payoffs. When joystick 

movements were clearly signaled (high signal, 100% dot correlation), the pair was optimal 

in both payoff conditions, which favored either a mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium 

(Vstr>Vcoop>Vsafe, Figure 2A, top left) or a pure-strategy Nash equilibrium 

(Vcoop>Vstr>Vsafe, Figure 2A, bottom left). When joystick movements were ambiguous 

(low signal, 0% dot correlation), monkeys’ choices again aligned with the Nash equilibria, 

but with more departures (Figure 2A, right column). This was true for all 4 pairs: 91% of 

choices aligned with the predicted Nash equilibria in the high signal condition and 69% in 

the low signal condition (Extended Figure 1B). The fact that monkeys largely avoided 

crashing even in the low signal condition suggests they understood the rules of the game, the 

payoffs available to each player, and the likelihood the other player would choose each 

option. It is possible that monkeys also used additional information to guide their choices, 

including the eye gaze, facial movements, and body posture of the other monkey.

To test these ideas, we first examined monkeys’ patterns of gaze during gameplay. After a 

brief fixation period to start each trial, gaze was unconstrained. Monkeys spent most of the 

token onset period (500ms) looking at the tokens in front and to the side of the screen, 

regardless of social context (Figure 1C). Across all social contexts, monkeys spent 29.5% 

(+/− 1.4) of the first 500ms of the choice period looking at the other player’s car (Figure 

2Bi, top panel). However, they spent less time looking at the other player’s car in the live 

context (26.7% +/−1.9%) compared to either the decoy (32.5% +/−2.6%) or computer 

(30.9% +/−3.0%) conditions. In the live context, monkeys spent more time (2.1% +/−0.5%) 

looking at the other monkey’s face than they did in either the decoy (1.0% +/−0.2 %) or 

computer (1.3% +/−0.2%) conditions. However, monkeys looked more frequently at the 

other monkey’s face during the middle of the choice period (2-2.5s) in the decoy condition 

than they did earlier in the trial (3.1% +/−0.3%, compared to 2.4%+/−0.2% in the computer 

condition), similar to their frequency of looking at the face of the other player in the live 

condition (3.1 +/− 0.2%). Thus, monkeys looked at key sources of information during the 

trial and their gaze patterns were different in social contexts that were perceptually similar 

(decoy vs. live).

Gaze also varied with availability of joystick direction signals conveyed by moving dots 

within the cars. Monkeys looked more frequently at the other player’s car when correlated 

dot motion was high (22.9% +/−1.8%) than when it was low (12.6%+/− 1.0%) during the 

initial 0.5s-1.5s of the choice period (Numbers shown are for live players but were similar 

across all social contexts; Extended Figure 1C, lower panel). During the first 0.5s of the 

reward delivery period, monkeys were more likely to look at a live monkey (4.1%+/−0.7%) 

than towards a decoy monkey (2.3%+/−0.4%), and were more likely to look at another 
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monkey (live or decoy) than the dripping juice tube (computer condition, 2.0%+/−0.3%, 

Extended Figure 1Cii). Finally, monkeys were much less likely to look at a monkey with 

whom they had cooperated (0.9% +/−0.2%) than one who had acted selfishly (5.8% +/

−1.1%), even after controlling for reward size (p<1 x10−40, Supplementary Figure 1A. 

Example sessions Figure 4 & 5, top panel). Thus, monkeys adaptively sampled visual 

information about payoffs, the visible cues available about the other player’s joystick 

movements, and the face of the other monkey. Finally, differences in gaze patterns in the live 

and decoy conditions, which were perceptually similar, suggested monkeys developed a 

sense of the agency of the other player.

These data invite the hypothesis that monkeys sampled multiple sources of information to 

compute utility functions to guide their decisions. The utility function describes the 

subjective value, or desirability, of each option, as inferred from observed choices33. We 

assumed monkeys acted to maximize their own utility. To infer how these utility functions 

were computed and updated across trials, we compared behavior to a series of decision 

models of increasing sophistication (Figure 3A, for model specifications and equations, see 

Methods). Each model assumes monkeys calculated the expected value of each option based 

on a prediction of the other player’s actions (p’, figure 3A). If the other player was predicted 

to go straight, the monkey should deviate to secure the small but safe ‘chicken’ reward 

instead of risking a crash and obtaining no reward. In the least sophisticated model, the other 

player chooses with a fixed probability that is not influenced by visible payoffs but is 

influenced by reward history (‘naïve RL’). In the next more sophisticated models, monkeys 

compute their own utility functions with the inclusion of a logistic function based on the 

visually cued rewards available on the current trial (‘logistic’) and the visually cued reward 

available on the current trial combined with reward history (‘combined logistic-RL’). In the 

more sophisticated models, monkeys compute the utility functions for both themselves and 

the other player (Xt , ‘intention’), and choose accordingly, and then learn adaptively about 

the other player’s strategies based on experience (‘SPE-learning’). The SPE-learning models 

update beliefs about other player’s strategies using a strategic prediction error (SPE), which 

is calculated as the difference between the other player’s predicted strategy and his actual 

choice.

The best-fitting model was the most sophisticated, and included both representation of the 

other player’s utility functions and SPE-driven learning (full model, in comparison to the 

combined logistic-RL sub-model resulted in a mean decrease in AIC = 783 , or 0.0313 AIC/

trial ; cf. 34 Figure 3B). By contrast, monkeys’ choices did not follow tit-for-tat 35 or win-

stay-lose-shift 36 strategies (Supplementary Figure 2B). We found no evidence that simple 

reinforcement-learning37 could account for the behavior of the monkeys in the game 

(absolute beta q-values for all conditions <0.01, in comparison to weights for the expected 

value component of the model (beta v), which ranged from 1-3 across monkeys. For more 

details see Methods). Our modeling results indicate monkeys behaved as if they computed, 

at least implicitly, a model of the other players’ utility functions and strategies in order to 

predict the other player’s choices (Figure 3D). Furthermore, it captures subtleties in the 

monkey’s own behavior in response to the visible payoffs and signal conditions (Figure 3C). 

Additionally, our results indicate monkeys can update their model of other players based on 
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new information by learning via the predicted strategy of the other player and his actual 

choice (SPE).

Whether a monkey learned from the other player’s actions depended on his social rank 

(Extended Figure 2D). We compared the most sophisticated model, in which the monkey 

both calculates the utility function of the other player and updates that model using SPE, to 

the less sophisticated model in which the monkey calculates the other player’s utility 

function but does not update his own beliefs about the other monkey. The improvement in fit 

with the model that includes strategic learning was greater for subordinate monkeys than for 

dominant monkeys. This was true for every pair of monkeys (Extended Figure 2D). These 

findings suggest subordinate monkeys were more sensitive to evidence of change in the 

utility functions and strategies of dominant monkeys, consistent with prior reports that 

subordinate monkeys pay more attention to dominant monkeys, who themselves attend 

selectively to other dominant monkeys38,39. When the same mid-ranking monkey played 

against monkeys who were of higher or lower rank, (brown and purple in Extended Figure 

2C,D), strategies evident in play were more consistent with relative dominance than 

individual identity.

In summary, our behavioral and eye-tracking data demonstrate monkeys are sensitive to 

payoffs for themselves and other players, visible information about joystick movements, and 

reward outcomes, as well as social information reflecting identity and dominance status. 

Monkeys used this information to compute predictions about the other player’s actions, 

including how likely he was to behave cooperatively, as well as updated their computations 

to improve future play. Neural circuits supporting the behavior of monkeys playing our 

chicken game would, at minimum, be expected to encode this information in some way.

Neurons in ACCg and mSTS signal strategic information guiding decisions

We recorded spiking activity of 448 mSTS neurons and 528 ACCg neurons (Extended 

Figure 3). Firing rates of neurons in both areas were sensitive to payoffs early in the trial, the 

availability of visible joystick direction signals within the cars, and the amount of reward 

received. The clarity and prevalence of these signals varied between brain areas, across 

social contexts, and as a function of time during each trial (Extended Figure 3B, 

Supplementary Figure 4).

Figure 4 (lower panels) shows an example mSTS neuron recorded in a monkey playing the 

game with a live monkey. The firing rate of this neuron remained steady during the 

illumination of payoff tokens, cars and moving dots, as well as joystick manipulation. This 

neuron responded phasically during reward delivery, but fired more strongly for rewards 

received through cooperation than for equivalent rewards received for non-cooperative 

actions (Figure 4, lower panels). By contrast the firing rate of this neuron was not modulated 

by the absolute amount of reward received, regardless of which choice, cooperative or not, 

was made (Supplementary Figure 3Aii). Both of these findings held true even after removal 

of trials in which the recorded monkey looked at the other monkey’s face during the reward 

epoch. This neuron also fired more on trials when our model predicted the other monkey 

was less likely to deviate compared with when the model predicted he was more likely to do 

so (p′; Supplementary Figure 3Aiii).
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Figure 5 (lower panels) plots the activity of an example ACCg neuron in a monkey playing 

the game with a live monkey. When moving dots appeared in the cars and the players 

manipulated their joysticks, firing rate during the decision period differed for “chicken” and 

“cooperate” choices, which were actuated by the same movement (deviate; Figure 5, lower 

panels). After juice delivery, this neuron fired less for cooperatively obtained rewards 

compared with rewards obtained through non-cooperative actions (Figure 5, lower panels). 

Analyzing only those trials on which the recorded monkey did not look at the other 

monkey’s face, this neuron responded differentially to delivery of cooperatively obtained 

and non-cooperatively obtained rewards (Figure 5, bottom panel: no-look trials).

We used linear models (LMs, 20-fold cross-validated) to quantify neuronal sensitivity to 

payoffs, availability of joystick direction signals, reward outcomes, cooperation, opponent’s 

predicted strategy, strategy prediction error (SPE), and gaze toward the other player’s face. 

Across the population, we found that activity of 33% of mSTS neurons differed between 

payoff conditions during the period when tokens were presented (0-500ms from token 

onset), but only 14% of ACCg neurons responded differentially to the presentation of 

different payoff conditions (Supplementary Figure 4A). In this same time period, a smaller 

proportion of neurons in both areas encoded SPE from the previous trial, as estimated by our 

model, which is a signal that could potentially influence behavior and neural activity on the 

current trial (10% in mSTS, 8% in ACCg, Supplementary figure 4A).

Following dot onset, the firing rates of many neurons in both brain areas were modulated by 

the presence of coherently moving dots in the cars during the decision period (34-35%, 

Supplementary Table 5 & 6). Firing rates of very few neurons (<8-15%) were modulated by 

looking at the other player’s face. Firing rates of approximately 13-19% of neurons varied as 

a function of potential payouts and 16-18% of neurons forecast cooperation. A further 

14-18% of neurons carried information about the other player’s predicted strategy(p′). There 

were no significant differences between ACCg and mSTS in the prevalence of these signals 

and nor did they differ significantly as a function of social context.

Firing rates of 19-26% of neurons in both brain areas were significantly modulated by 

impending reward payouts in the post-decision period preceding juice delivery, whereas 

firing rates of between 29% and 47% neurons were significantly modulated by the amount 

of obtained reward in all three social contexts during reward delivery (250-1250ms post 

juice delivery, 2-way ANOVA, F=4.92, p=0.007, Figure 6A). Remarkably, firing rates of 

38% of mSTS neurons were modulated by whether rewards were obtained through 

cooperation, compared to only 20% in ACCg (2-way ANOVA, F=40.24, p<10−7). Firing 

rates of roughly 20% of neurons in both areas carried information about the other player’s 

predicted strategy (p′; Figure 6A). Activity of only a small percentage of neurons was 

modulated by whether the monkey looked at the other monkey during the reward period 

(ACCg=7-11%; mSTS=10-16%).

Excitation and suppression of neuronal activity as a function of cooperation varied over time 

during the reward period. Early (250-750ms post-reward), 20-23% of mSTS neurons 

responded to cooperation by increasing firing rate, while 7-15% did so by decreasing firing 

rate. Later (750-1250ms post-reward), 25-29% of neurons decreased firing rate for 
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cooperation while 7-15% of neurons increased firing rate. Overall, we found that firing rates 

of 50-60% of mSTS neurons were modulated in one or both reward epochs by whether or 

not the monkeys had cooperated (36-45% for either epoch alone, 15-16% for both epochs), 

compared to a much smaller percentage of ACCg neurons (16-20% for either epoch alone, 

5-6% in both epochs).

We used ROC analysis to determine if we could decode whether monkeys had cooperated 

based on firing rates during the reward period—the task epoch in which firing rates showed 

the clearest and most prevalent modulation by cooperation. The area under the ROC curves 

for both brain areas and each agency condition was significantly different from that 

computed from the same firing rate data randomly shuffled across trials (Figure 6C, 

p<<10−20, 20-fold cross validation, see methods for more details). More neurons in mSTS 

discriminated between cooperative and non-cooperative rewards than neurons in ACCg did 

(36/448 and 4/528 cells, respectively; 2-way ANOVA, F= 104, p<< 10−20; AUROC>0.7).

Prior neurophysiological studies of mSTS in monkeys identified neurons in this area that 

respond selectively to the sight of faces, bodies, and direction of gaze40-42. Such perceptual 

sensitivity could potentially confound the strategic signals we identified in the firing rates of 

mSTS neurons, and potentially ACCg neurons as well. We addressed this possibility in two 

ways.

First, we compared neuronal activity on trials where the recorded monkey looked at the 

other monkey to trials on which he did not, during live and decoy conditions. We found that 

activity of only a small percentage of neurons was modulated by whether gaze was directed 

at the other monkey or not (10-16% in mSTS, 7-11% in ACC, Figure 6, also supplementary 

table 4), using the same linear models (LMs, 20-fold cross-validated) we used to quantify 

neuronal sensitivity to payoffs, availability of joystick direction signals, reward outcomes, 

cooperation, opponent’s predicted strategy, and gaze toward the other player’s face. We also 

applied the linear model analyses solely to those trials on which the monkey did not look at 

the other monkey during the juice delivery period, and found the same pattern of results 

(Supplementary Figure 5C). Together, these analyses suggest strategic signaling by neurons 

in mSTS and ACCg is not reducible solely to perceptual information associated with looking 

at the face of another monkey—at least within the context of playing our chicken game.

Second, we characterized visual responsiveness to images of faces, bodies, and other 

complex objects, as well as perceptual selectivity for faces and bodies, in a subset (n = 227) 

of mSTS neurons subsequently studied in the chicken game. mSTS neurons showing 

modulations in firing rate during passive viewing of images (n=118/227, 52%, example 

neuron, Figure 7Ai) tended to show modulations in firing rate during illumination of payoff 

tokens in the chicken game (n=73/118, 62%. Same example neuron does not show 

modulation, Figure 7Aii), consistent with visual responsiveness to the onset of payoff tokens 

in the full population of mSTS neurons studied in the chicken task (256/448, 62.5%). By 

contrast, fewer ACCg neurons showed modulations in firing rate during illumination of 

payoff tokens in the chicken game (n=157 out of 528, 29.7%; note we did not study the 

responses of ACCg neurons during passive viewing). Overall, ACCg neurons were less 

likely to be visually responsive to payoff token onset in the chicken game than were mSTS 
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neurons regardless of whether the other player was a live monkey, decoy, or computer (2-

way ANOVA, p<<10−20 , F = 89.5).

In mSTS, 51% (n=118) of neurons responded differentially to distinct types of visual images 

during passive viewing. Of these, we identified a subpopulation of neurons (n=53, 23%) that 

responded selectively to faces (n=15, 6%) or bodies (n=17, 7%) of other monkeys or both 

(n=21, 9%), but not to other complex objects (Figure 7Ci). These neurons were no more 

likely than any other subpopulation of visually selective neurons to signal strategic 

information in the chicken game (Figure 7B, Supplementary Table 2). Importantly, the 

subpopulation of mSTS neurons that selectively signaled strategic information in the chicken 

game (cooperation, n=87; (p′, n=22) were not more likely to show feature selectivity or 

selectivity for monkey faces or bodies compared to the overall population (cooperation, t-

test, p=0.78, t-stat =0.2853; (p′, t-test, p=0.93, t-stat = −0.087; Figure 7Cii, Supplementary 

Table 2). These findings demonstrate that the subpopulation of neurons encoding strategic 

social information, such as cooperation and predicted strategy, are not over- nor under-

represented within the population of neurons that signal perceptual social information. These 

subpopulations were not segregated spatially but rather were intermingled within the mSTS. 

Together, these analyses indicate that strategic social signaling by mSTS neurons does not 

simply reflect visual sensitivity to faces and bodies, or other visual features of the chicken 

game task.

Our findings demonstrate that neurons in ACCg and, even more so, in mSTS signal strategic 

information, like available payoffs, availability of joystick direction cues, reward outcomes, 

and whether rewards were achieved cooperatively, independent of the physical social context 

or attention to species-specific social perceptual information. This is strong evidence that 

these two brain areas encode important components of the decision model that best 

accounted for monkeys’ decisions in the chicken game.

Discussion:

Here we show that monkeys adroitly navigated a strategic game and tended to cooperate 

when payoffs favored working together. Monkeys’ decisions were best explained by a model 

that included other player’s intentions, goals, and strategies. Monkeys did not use simple 

strategies such as tit-for-tat35 or win-stay-lose-shift 36 to play the game (Supplementary 

Figure 2A), nor was their behavior explained by simple reinforcement learning. Monkeys 

attended to payoffs available for both themselves and the other player, as well as joystick 

direction cues indicating the other player’s currently favored choice, and readily 

distinguished the agency of decoy and live players via their eye gaze patterns and early 

choice behavior in each session. These findings suggest monkeys implemented a 

sophisticated model of the other player in the game, and the complexity of this model varied 

with relative social status. Like humans 43, low status monkeys deployed greater expertise 

when interacting strategically with higher status monkeys 44, who themselves were more 

likely to simply choose selfishly when playing a lower status monkey (Extended figure 2C).

Brain imaging studies in humans indicate two interacting systems, one associated with 

empathy and social emotions and the other linked to mentalizing and strategic reasoning, 
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support social interactions 22. Our findings show that neurons in ACCg and the mSTS, 

previously implicated in vicarious reinforcement and social perception, respectively, encode 

abstract information associated with strategic gameplay. Notably, strategic signals were 

clearer and more prevalent in mSTS than in ACCg, and were sensitive to whether the other 

player was a live monkey or a decoy. Prior neurophysiological studies in STS revealed 

patches of neurons that selectively respond to the sight of faces 40,41, facial expressions 42, 

and the direction of another individual’s gaze 40. Comparison of firing rates during passive 

viewing of faces, bodies, and objects with firing rates during strategic gameplay revealed 

that overlapping populations of mSTS neurons encoded perceptual and abstract social 

information. Importantly, neurons encoding perceptual social information comprised only a 

small subset of mSTS neurons encoding strategic information.

Our findings provide neurophysiological evidence for the representation of strategic 

information, in addition to perceptual social information, in primate mSTS. These results 

align with a recent model derived from analyses of BOLD fMRI signals in macaques 

viewing interactions of monkeys with other monkeys or objects, as well as purely physical 

interactions between objects. In that model, face patches in STS, including mSTS, provide 

an entry point for perceptual information about the interactions of others to a “social 

interaction network”—including multiple areas in temporal, parietal, and prefrontal cortex—

which supports inferences about the social interactions of others. By contrast, the model 

suggests body patches in STS provide a gateway to the “mirror neuron system”—including 

premotor areas in parietal and prefrontal cortex—which supports inferences about goals and 

intentions of others interacting with both objects and other individuals. Our findings indicate 

mSTS maintains a surprisingly rich representation of strategic information supporting social 

decision making, which had not been uncovered previously.

Notably, neurons that selectively responded to faces during passive viewing were no more 

likely to encode strategic information than neurons that did not respond selectively to faces. 

This was also true for neurons that responded selectively to body parts. The observation that 

these neurons were intermingled within mSTS could mask visibility of these signals to 

fMRI, which relies on hemodynamic responses reflecting aggregate activity of many 

thousands of neurons45. This same conjecture would apply to using fMRI to image 

subpopulations of mSTS neurons that encoded strategic information via excitation versus 

suppression. Future studies using a combination of brain imaging and neurophysiological 

recordings in macaques playing strategic games would provide crucial information for 

further testing the relationships between encoding of perceptual social information and 

strategic information in mSTS, as well as the larger networks encoding social interaction16.

Although we found evidence that neurons in both ACCg and mSTS signal strategic social 

information, representation of this information was more abundant in mSTS—particularly 

the frequency with which neurons encoded cooperatively-obtained rewards. This finding 

aligns with the hypothesis that portions of mSTS may share functions with the human TPJ, 

which has been implicated in the representation of strategic social information 10 and 

strongly linked to mentalizing, and theory-of-mind7 . ACCg, by contrast, has been more 

closely linked with tracking the rewards 8 and emotional experiences of others46 to support 

psychological processes including empathy46 and social learning, in both monkeys and 
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humans 8,47Nevertheless, our observation that some neurons in ACCg encode strategic 

social information monkeys used to play chicken aligns with prior studies showing neurons 

in this area signal reward outcomes and predicted social outcomes, including cooperation, in 

monkeys playing Prisoner’s dilemma12 and during social learning. Correspondence between 

the location of neurons encoding strategic social information in our study, concentrated on 

the lower bank of STS, and the locations most closely linked to the functional connectivity 

profile of human TPJ 48concentrated on the upper bank of STS, remains uncertain and 

requires further study.

Surprisingly, there were only small differences in encoding of strategic information between 

live, decoy, and computer conditions in both mSTS and ACCg, despite the fact that these 

conditions differed perceptually and socially. Although some neurons in our population, 

particularly in mSTS, were sensitive to where the monkey being recorded from was looking, 

and that these effects varied as a function of social context, multiple analyses indicate the 

strategic signals we uncovered cannot be accounted for solely by perceptual sensitivity. In 

light of these findings, we speculate that the minimal differences in neural encoding of 

strategic information across social contexts in both mSTS and ACCg reflects the fact that the 

strategic behavior of monkeys in the chicken game was also similar across social contexts. 

Our model showed that the behavior of monkeys was similarly complex and sensitive to the 

utilities, strategies, and strategic prediction errors inferred for the other player—whether 

live, decoy or computer. This suggests monkeys learned and deployed an internal model of 

the other player that was abstract yet only weakly sensitive to the presence and agency of 

another monkey player, as evidence by differences in cooperation and “crashing” between 

live and decoy conditions early in sessions that rapidly subsided—often within 10 trials—as 

monkeys played the game. Based on this evidence, we would expect that neurons encoding 

strategic information would be relatively insensitive to the physical presence or absence of 

another monkey, if these neurons were indeed engaged to inform the decision process. We 

also note that people often attribute intentions, beliefs, and desires to computers and other 

objects and that “animism” is widespread in traditional societies.

Though long thought to be uniquely human, the ability to strategically navigate mixed-

motive games likely characterizes many social animals, particularly primates, that form 

differentiated relationships, including alliances and friendships, to deal with the complexities 

of group life49. For long-lived, social primates like macaques, success depends on deft 

deployment of cooperation and competition, which leverages individual identification, 

memory for previous interactions, investment of biological capital, learning, knowledge of 

others’ social relationship, and sensitivity to the quality of potential allies50. Both prosocial 

behavior and cooperation in humans also depend on these factors, strongly suggesting the 

underlying mechanisms are conserved 49. Our findings confirm this prediction by 

demonstrating neurons in mSTS and ACCg encode a wealth of strategic information, 

including payoffs, visible cues to the other player’s intentions, reward outcomes, whether 

rewards were obtained through cooperation, strategic tendencies of other players and 

deviations from these patterns. Our findings thus support the hypothesis that human 

societies, with all the complexity that attends cooperation and selfishness, arise from 

biological mechanisms that evolved in the primate clade to support social interactions.
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Methods:

All experimental methods were approved by the Duke University Institutional Animal Care 

and Use Committee (protocol registry number: A295-14-12) and were conducted in 

accordance with the Public Health Service Guide to the Care and Use of Laboratory 
Animals.

Subjects:

Five male rhesus macaques (8.6-13.2kg, 9-15 YO) were implanted with head-restraint 

prostheses (Crist) and neurophysiological recording cylinders (Crist) using standard sterile 

techniques as described previously8. Animals were initially anesthesized with ketamine 

hydrochloride and maintained with isofluorene (0.5-5% mg/kg). Enrofloxacin or other 

vetinarian-prescribed broad-spectrum antibiotics and buprenorphrine for pain management 

were administered after surgical procedures. The animals were visually monitored 

continuously for at least 2 hours after surgery. The post-operative recovery period was 4 

weeks, during which the animal was given ad libitum access to fluids and no training or 

testing was carried out. The recording chambers were cleaned at least 3x/week, treated with 

antibiotics and sealed with sterile caps. During testing, animals were given access to at least 

20mL/kg/day of fluids and supplemented with fruit and vegetables. On testing days, all 

animals earned 87-118% of their daily minimum fluid intake (20mL/kg/day) in the form of 

tangerine or berry juice during the experiment. The balance in daily fluid intake was made 

up with water in the evenings, at least 2 hours after the end of testing. Dominance 

relationships between pairs of monkeys were determined by controlled confrontation 

(Deaner et al 2005).

Behavioral task:

Monkeys sat in primate chairs (Crist) facing each other at a distance of 30 inches with a 27-

inch LCD screen placed horizontally between them (Figure 1a). Their heads were tilted 

slightly downward, at an approximate angle of 20°, allowing them to view both the other 

player’s face and the screen.

Eye position and pupil diameter for one monkey was sampled at 1kHz using an infrared eye 

tracker (SR Research Eyelink) mounted on the primate chair. At the start of each trial, the 

eye-tracker sent timestamps to the experimental software (Matlab), which collated them with 

timestamps from the neurophysiological recording system (Plexon) and task events 

(PsychToolBox). The monkeys manipulated joysticks (60Hz) placed within the primate 

chairs. The front of the primate chair, including the neck plate, was painted black to obscure 

the shoulders, hands, and joysticks of both monkeys.

The task was presented on a shared horizontal screen between the two animals. To initiate a 

trial, the monkey whose eye position was being monitored was required to fixate a central 

white dot on a black background (200ms). The fixation point was then extinguished, and two 

colored annuli (hereafter “cars”) appeared, one above and one below the extinguished 

fixation point. Each monkey controlled the car located closer to him, which was also cued by 

color (e.g., blue for M1 and red for M2; Figure 1b, Supplementary Figure 1a is an image 
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with the task stimuli to scale). To continue, the joysticks of both animals were required to be 

in the neutral position. After a variable delay (<= 500ms), the cooperation bar and four sets 

of tokens appeared, two for each player, cued by color and position. The number of tokens 

was proportional to the volume of juice available for achieving that option (0.02ml/token). 

Five hundred ms later, a moving dot kinematogram appeared within each car. Monkeys 

committed to a choice by holding their joystick towards a specific token array for 500ms, at 

which point the white dots in the kinematogram changed to the player’s color (e.g., blue for 

M1 and red for M2); if did not commit to a choice within 4 seconds, the last joystick 

direction was implemented as his choice. Monkeys were permitted to make multiple joystick 

movements freely as they deliberated, which were immediately translated into the direction 

the dots moving within the car (‘joystick direction’). After the choice period, the dots 

disappeared and the cars moved in the chosen direction. Juice rewards were delivered to the 

monkeys via a tube controlled by a solenoid valve. If the monkey achieved the token array 

straight ahead or the cooperative outcome, the solenoid opened twice, once for the smaller 

constant payoff and again for the second set of tokens in the same location.

The total number of tokens presented on the screen was always 41 for each player, divided 

between two locations, straight ahead and on the side of the screen. At each location, there 

was a small constant payoff of 3 tokens; the remaining 35 tokens were divided between the 

two locations in multiples of 5. The payoff for both animals was always symmetrical.

On 75% of trials, the larger reward was opposite the controlling monkey, behind the other 

player’s car; smaller rewards were to the side. To obtain the larger reward, M1 must choose 

straight, but if M2 also chose straight the cars collided and neither monkey received reward 

(‘crash’, Figure 1Di). If M1 (M2) went straight and M2 (M1) deviated, M1 (M2) received 28 

tokens and M2 (M1) received 3 tokens—the ‘chicken reward (Figure 1Dii & iii) . On the 

remaining 25% of trials, the smaller reward was opposite the controlling monkey, behind the 

other player’s car, and the larger reward was to the side, with all but 3 tokens behind the 

cooperation bar. To obtain the larger reward on these trials, both monkeys had to coordinate 

their movements and drive their cars to push the cooperation bar (‘cooperate’; Figure 1Div). 

If only one monkey moved his car to the side and encountered the bar, it did not move and 

he only received the 3 tokens in front of the bar (‘chicken’ outcome, blue player in Figure 

1Dii, red player in Figure 1Diii).

On half of trials, the coherence of the moving dot kinematogram was 0% to obscure 

intention signals indicating the current directions in which the monkeys were holding their 

joysticks. Within session controls were trials on which only one monkey’s car and tokens 

were displayed. On control trials (10% total, randomly interleaved), monkeys should always 

choose straight regardless of the displayed payouts since that would return at least 8 tokens 

while deviating would only yield 3 tokens. Control trials were excluded from all behavioral 

and neural analyses unless explicitly mentioned.

Seven monkeys were chosen based on availability and trained to play the task by first 

playing against a computer player that made straight/deviate choices randomly. We varied 

joystick direction signal strength to ensure that the monkeys were attending to the projected 

future motion of the computer player’s car. Two monkeys did not reach criterion and were 
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removed from further studies. The remaining 5 monkeys were deemed to have reached 

criterion when they were able to successfully avoid crashes 95% of the time when the 

intention signals were 100%. These monkeys also had choice thresholds, where their 

probability of crashing was 50%, that ranged between 15-25% dot motion coherence. Only 

two joystick direction signal strengths were used in the final experiment: high, 90% 

coherence; and ambiguous, 0% coherence). All trials were randomly interleaved. The 

monkeys played against different players on consecutive days and no agency condition was 

repeated on consecutive days (pseudo-randomized on a weekly basis).

Agency conditions

‘Live: Two monkeys were present in the experimental setup and both of them actively 

played the chicken game against each other (4 pairs, n= 75, 630 trials).

‘Computer’: One monkey was placed into the experimental setup opposite an empty 

primate chair. Joystick movements and choices from a randomly chosen prior live monkey 

behavior session were played back as the other player to the current monkey, and any juice 

rewards obtained by the computer were delivered to the empty primate chair (4 players, n= 

38, 938 trials).

‘Decoy’: Two monkeys were present in the experimental setup, but only one of the animals 

was the designated active player. The ‘decoy’ animal sat in the primate chair and drank the 

juice rewards delivered, but the joystick movements and choices from a prior live monkey 

behavior session were played back to the active player as the other player (4 players, n= 49, 

691 trials).

Electrophysiological recordings

We acquired structural magnetic resonance images (3T, 1-mm slices) of each monkey’s 

brain. We made a mask consisting of a 3mm sphere around a seed at the fundus of the STS 

(X = 18.75, Y = −10.00, Z = −2.25) according to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 

atlas). This location in mid-STS was selected based on research indicating this region 

exhibits a functional connectivity profile similar to the human temporo-parietal junction 

(TPJ; Mars et al., 2013). The mask was then converted into the individual monkey’s native-

space structural scan to identify our target recording location (‘mSTS’) using FSL’s FMRI 

Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT) Version 6.0.0. For both mSTS and ACCg (Brodmann areas 

24a and 24b), detailed localizations were made using Osirix (http://www.osirix-viewer.com) 

or Horos (https://horosproject.org) data viewer.

All neurophysiological recordings were made using single tungsten microelectrodes (FHC). 

In each recording session, a sterilized single electrode was secured onto the recording 

chamber (Crist Instrument) via an X-Y stage (Crist Instrument) and an adapter (Crist 

Instrument). The dura was penetrated using a sterilized guide tube (22 gauge, stainless steel, 

custom made), and the electrode was lowered through the guide tube via a hydraulic 

microdrive (Kopf Instruments). Signals were filtered and recorded using an 8-channel 

recording system (Plexon Inc). In addition to being guided by stereotaxic coordinates and 

MRI localization, each day we confirmed the recording site by listening to multiunit changes 
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corresponding to gray and white matter transitions while lowering the electrode. The 

neuronal locations were chosen based on availability.

For the mSTS recordings, we further verified the recording site by listening for multiunit 

activity that was visually responsive to a set of 200 images (consisting of human and 

nonhuman primate faces, body parts, and objects). The neurons selected for recording in 

mSTS were within 150um of visually responsive cortex. Beyond that, neurons in both ACCg 

and mSTS were selected for recording based strictly on location, stability, and quality of 

isolation. Only neurons with a minimum of 300 completed trials in the chicken game were 

included in the analysis. A total of 528 ACCg and 448 mSTS neurons were recorded and 

analyzed in 4 monkeys, in 3 social contexts. Live: 256 in ACCg, 208 in mSTS); decoy (142 

in ACCg 151 in mSTS); and computer (130 in ACCg, 89 in mSTS).

Analysis of behavioral data

All behavioral data, including joystick movements and eye-tracking data, was collected and 

analyzed with custom code (MATLAB). Data collection and analysis were not performed 

blind to the conditions of the experiments.

To visualize event outcomes across payout conditions (difference in the number of tokens 

available straight ahead, Vstr, and cooperate, Vcoop), trials were sorted into high joystick 

direction signal trials (90% dot motion coherence) and ambiguous joystick direction signal 

trials (0% dot motion coherence, low signal).

To analyze eye position, we drew boxes around areas of interest (figure 2B) and quantified 

the instances in which eye position fell into those areas. The face region of the recipient was 

determined empirically prior to the experiments and defined as the area between the neck 

plate and the top bar, and the side panels of the primate chair. We used a large window to 

capture gaze shifts that were brief in duration and large in magnitude and often directed at 

varying depths (e.g., eyes, mouth). In the computer condition, this would be the space where 

the other player’s face would have been51. Eye positions were plotted in 1ms bins, and 

shown on the figures with standard errors of the mean calculated between behavioral 

sessions. Trials were also sorted into high and low joystick direction signal trials.

Statistical tests were conducted as two-tailed ANOVAs with multiple comparisons (Tukey’s 

HSD test) unless otherwise specified. All figures are shown with standard errors of the mean 

unless otherwise noted.

The hybrid reinforcement learning-strategic learning model was estimated by maximum 

likelihood using the software package Stan52 via the MATLAB interface. The choices of 

each individual player was fit separately from the choices of their opponent, and separately 

for each social context. The model predicts the choices of one monkey conditioned on the 

other player’s choices, so the data from each monkey pair was used twice; once with a given 

monkey being the agent whose choices we fit and a second time with that same monkey 

being the other player, whose choices are conditioned on and treated as fixed. All model 

comparisons were performed using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)53 and Akaike 

weights54. To compare the predictive performance of the model across different subsets of 
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the choice data, we used the log-likelihood per trial (Figure 3B, Supplementary figure 2), 

because the total log-likelihoods of a data set scales linearly with the number of trials in the 

data set.

Model specification and fitting

a) Hybrid reinforcement learning and strategic learning model—We model each 

monkey’s choices using a model that combines a simple reinforcement learning (RL) system 

with an expected value model. The RL system takes into account only which action, straight 

or deviate, the monkey has taken and what reward they received, while the expected value 

system prospectively takes into account which potential reward outcomes are available on 

each trial (as indicated by the token symbols on the game board), and chooses according to 

how likely each outcome is.

The probability of the monkey deviating on trial t is determined by the difference in utility 

between the deviate and straight choices, Ut, according to the equations

p ct = yield = logit−1(Ut)
Ut = β0, st + βV, st E Vt

yield ‐E Vt
straight

+ βQ, st Qt
yield‐Qt

straight + βκ, st κt
yield‐κt

straight

where ct ∈ {yield, straight} is the animal’s choice on trial t. The utility difference is a linear 

combination of the output of three valuation sources, denoted by the Q, κ and E[Vt] values 

respectively, each weighted by a temperature parameter. We will discuss each of these 

sources of valuation in turn. Note that the temperature parameter for each system differs 

depending on the joystick direction signal strength s used on the trial t, which can be either 

high or ambiguous, for a total of six temperature parameters.

The Q values for deviate and straight are learned through a simple RL system using reward 

prediction error update equations,

Qtc =
Qt − 1

c + α (rt − 1 − Qt − 1
c ) for c = ct − 1

Qt − 1
c for c ≠ ct − 1

Here the Q value of the previously choice is incremented according to the learning rate α 
towards the reward received. At the beginning of a session both Q values are initialized to 

the value Q0, which is fit as a free parameter bounded between zero and the largest possible 

payoff on any trial.

Second, the κ values capture autocorrelations in the monkey’s choices, such as a tendency to 

either repeat or avoid the choice that has been taken recently. Similar to the Q values, the κ 
values are updated each trial using a Rescorla-Wagner rule,
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κtc =
κt − 1

c + τ (1 − κt − 1
c ) for c = ct − 1

(1 − τ)κt − 1
c for c ≠ ct − 1

where the parameter τ ∈ [0,1] determines how rapidly the influence of past choices decays. 

Each κ value is initialized to zero at the beginning of a session.

Finally, the expected reward values E Vt
yield and E Vt

straight  are estimated by the monkey on 

each trial based on the potential reward values indicated on the game screen as well as the 

animal’s beliefs about the other player’s strategy. On each trial the monkey will obtain one 

of four possible reward values, V t
coop if both the animal and the other player deviate,V t

straigℎt

if the monkey chooses straight while the other player deviates, Vsafe if the monkey swerves 

while the other player goes straight, or V t
crasℎ if both players go straight. Note that the safe 

and crash values do not change from trial to trial and are fixed at three tokens and zero 

tokens, respectively. Accordingly, the monkey calculates the expected values of the actions 

straight and deviate given his belief regarding how likely the other player is to deviate. This 

likelihood is denoted by pt′ = p (ct = yield) where ct′ is the opponent’s choice on trial t. The 

formulae for the expected values are given by

E Vt
yield = pt′V t

coop + (1 − pt′) V safe

E Vt
straigℎt = pt′V t

straigℎt + (1 − pt′) V crasℎ = pt′V t
straigℎt

This prompts the question of how the monkey obtains his beliefs regarding the other player’s 

strategy -- that is, where does p′ come from? In our model, the monkey’s representation of 

the other player’s strategy takes the form of a logistic regression which maps the 

characteristics of each trial onto a probability of deviating. The monkey learns this logistic 

regression using online-updating as he observers the other player’s actions. Formally, this is 

given by

pt′ = logit−1 XtTβt, st′

where Xt = [1, V t
coop − V t

straigℎt]T  is a vector of regressors consisting of an intercept and the 

difference between the cooperative and straight reward values, and βt, s′  is a vector of 

regression coefficients. Note that the monkey’s belief regarding the other player’s strategy 

differs between the high and ambiguous joystick direction signal conditions, as βt, s′  differs 

depending on the signal strength s.

The monkey updates his beliefs about the other player’s strategy on each trial using 

stochastic gradient descent updates given by

βt, s′ = βt − 1, s′ + ηs, st − 1 Iyield (ct − 1′ ) − pt′ Xt − 1
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The logic of this update is very similar to that of reward prediction error (RPE) updating 

used in RL models. In an RL model, the predicted reward value Q is updated such that it will 

be closer to the reward received on the previous trial. Analogously, here the regression 

coefficients are updated such that the prediction of the logistic regression p′ will be closer to 

the outcome observed on the previous trial. The size of the step taken towards the previously 

observed value is governed by a learning rate, here denoted η.

As in an RL model, the critical quantity for trial-by-trial learning in our strategic learning 

model is the error term that captures how predictions differed from the true outcome. Here 

this error is the term Iyield ct − 1′ − pt′), where Iyield(c′) is the indicator function that returns 

one if the other player chose deviate and zero if he chose straight. We refer to this quantity 

as the strategic prediction error (SPE) by analogy to the RPE of RL systems.

Intuitively, beliefs about the other player’s strategy on ambiguous joystick direction signal 

trials may be less affected by trials from the high signal condition, and vice versa. Therefore, 

the regression coefficients for the high and ambiguous joystick direction signal conditions, 

βt, ℎigℎ′  and βt, low′ , are updated differentially depending on which signal condition of the 

previous trial. Specifically, each set of regression coefficients has different learning rates 

depending on whether the trial that is being learned from was high or ambiguous joystick 

direction signal condition, such that βt, ℎigℎ′  is updated using ηhigh,high if the previous trial 

was high signal condition, and using ηhigh,low otherwise. The same is true for βt, low′ , for a 

total of four different learning rates.

Beliefs about the other player’s strategy at the beginning of a session are determined by the 

initial values β1, s′ , which are fit as free parameters.

b) Sub-model comparisons—In order to determine the level of sophistication of each 

monkey’s decision process, we compared a number of sub-models of the model presented 

above, as well as the full model. The full model assumes that the monkey ascribes intention 

to the other player (by desiring to obtain higher juice payouts, and having the ability to 

choose his own actions) and represents the other player’s strategy in the form of a logistic 

regression and updates it online via the strategic prediction error (SPE). Each sub-model is 

equivalent to the full model with a subset of those features turned off, which we accomplish 

by fixing certain parameters at zero. We describe the sub-models in order of (approximately) 

increasing sophistication, and in the same order that the sub-models are shown, from left to 

right, in the x-axes of figure 3B.

1. Naïve RL: The least sophisticated sub-model is a naive RL model in which all β 
parameters other than βQ and βk are fixed at zero. This model estimates the 

values of the actions deviate and straight based only on reward history and does 

not incorporate the visual information presented on each trial about the payoffs 

available.

2. Logistic: The next sub-model is a logistic regression on the payoffs available on 

the current trial. This model does not use RL or SPE and instead chooses based 

only on the visual presented about the payoffs on each trial. βQ and all learning 
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rates η are fixed at zero. Also, the second elements of the parameter vectors βt, s′
are fixed at zero, which leads to beliefs about the other player’s strategy being 

invariant to payoff condition; i.e. the monkey does not consider that the other 

player has his own intentionality and cares about the payoff condition.

3. Combined logistic-RL: A combined logistic-RL model, equivalent to the second 

model described above with βQ not fixed at zero.

4. SPE-learning: A model that incorporates SPE learning, but without representing 

the other player’s intentionality. This is equivalent to the full model with the 

second elements of the parameter vectors βt, s′  fixed at zero.

5. Intention: A ‘static’ model in which the other player is assumed to have 

intentionality and cares about obtaining higher payoffs, but there is no SPE 

learning and so beliefs about the other monkey’s strategy do not adjust over time. 

This is equivalent to the full model with all learning rates η fixed at zero.

Using the expected utility calculations, payoffs and the other monkey’s predicted choices, 

we were able to compute and predict monkey’s choices as well as predict the other player’s 

choices (Figure 3C, for an example pair, sub-model 5 (Combined logistic-RL)).

Analysis of electrophysiology data

Single-unit firing rates were isolated using a combination of principle component analysis 

(PCA), the Template Matching algorithm, and hand-sorting in Offline Sorter (Plexon Inc). 

All subsequent data analyses were accomplished with custom MATLAB scripts. The 

peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) shown are rendered in 1ms steps with Gaussian 

smoothing of 10ms on both sides. For population PSTHs, firing rates were normalized to the 

pre-fixation firing rate (200ms time window immediately before the onset of the fixation 

cue). Using different time windows and an alternative normalizing methods of a) 

normalizing to whole trial firing rates, and b) z-scoring of firing rates to the whole trial did 

not significantly change any main results reported. Statistical tests were conducted as two-

tailed ANOVAs with multiple comparisons (Tukey’s HSD test) unless otherwise specified. 

Sessions with fewer than 200 trials were completely excluded from analysis based on the 

calculation that each trial type and outcome would have occurred on average <4 times in that 

session.

Epoch-based analyses were conducted for 3 distinct time windows: payoff presentation 

(0-500ms after the onset of the tokens on the screen), post-decision/cars move (0-500ms 

after the end of the 4s decision period and start of car movement), and juice delivery 

(250-1250ms after the juice is delivered).

Responses (neuronal firing rate in the epoch of interest as described above) from non-control 

trials were fit with linear models (LM) and cross validated 20-fold, holding out 1/20 of the 

trials from each neuron each time. These were compared to the same trial sets where the 

outcomes were randomly shuffled. All continuous variables (including neural responses) 

were z-scored by the trials that made up each neuron’s data structure. The models were 

individually fit to each neuron and ANOVAs were used to classify responses. The variables 
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used in each model are as follows: For payoff presentation, the differences between the 

straight and cooperative token amount (Vdiff), the predicted strategy of the other player for 

the current trial (p’), and the strategy prediction error for the trial immediately prior (SPE1), 

all of which are continuous variables. For the post-decision/cars move and juice realization 

epoch, we include categorical the variables: cooperate, joystick direction signal strength 

(indicating availability of explicit information about intentions), and gaze (considered ‘1’ if 

the animal makes a fixation for 150ms or longer within the defined ‘face’/target boundaries 

of the other monkey during the 1.5s window from juice delivery, boundaries schematically 

illustrated in Extended Figure 2), and the continuous variable reward amount, which is the 

number of tokens the player received in juice. The other player’s predicted strategy (p’), a 

continuous variable, was orthogonalized against ‘cooperate’ and signal strength to avoid 

collinearity of the model, and is shown on its own as well as an interaction term with 

cooperate.

The terms used to categorize outcomes in Figures 5 and 6 are ‘cooperate’, where both 

players moved pushed the cooperation bar and received the Vcoop payout; ‘selfish’, where 

one player chose straight (the selfish player), and the other deviated (‘chicken’); and the 

controls, where only one player’s car and payoffs were present.

Evaluation of image preferences of mSTS neurons

Passive fixation task—The passive fixation task was presented to monkeys immediately 

before and/or after the chicken task. During this task, there was only one monkey in the 

room. The monkey was seated in the same position as the chicken task with the stimulus 

presentation screen positioned parallel to the ground. The trials were initiated by the monkey 

aligning gaze with (5+−2.5 degrees) a small central red square (20 x 20 pixels). After 

maintaining gaze aligned with the fixation point for 250 ms, a sequence of 5 luminance 

balanced images were presented for 400ms each at central fixation, and the monkey received 

a small juice reward for maintaining gaze on the fixation point. Images were randomly 

drawn from a set of 974 images. The inter-trial interval varied randomly between 

300-800ms.

We recorded 407 distinct mSTS neurons, of which 227 were recorded in the chicken task. 

Calculations for the visual response index and image preference index are given below, 

using the time epochs of baseline activity (200-0ms prior to first image onset while the 

monkey’s gaze was aligned with the central square), and image responsiveness (150-350ms 

from the image onset at the fovea). Visual responsiveness index is the ratio of the difference 

in firing rate of the neuron to the first image at the fovea and baseline activity over the sum 

of that activity.

To calculate the feature preference index, we divided the images shown into four main 

categories (monkey face / human face / monkey perinea/ objects / and scrambled, which 

served as a luminance control). We then examined the responses of the neuron to the images 

in each category and identified the one eliciting maximal response and the one eliciting 

minimal response (Figure 7A). The feature selectivity index was calculated as the ratio of 

the difference in the maximum and minimum response to feature categories over the sum of 

that activity. Results were not significantly different when we combine the two separate face 
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categories (monkey and human). Data distribution was assumed to be normal but this was 

not formally tested.

Statistics: The number of animals and the number of neurons recorded from was based on 

previous experience. No statistical method was used to predetermine sample size. Statistical 

analyses were conducted in Matlab (2013, 2016a). 20-fold, cross validated linear models 

were used to determine the influence of variables on the firing rate, and the difference in 

proportion of neurons between agency and brain areas were determined with 2-way 

ANOVAs followed by post-hoc tests (Tukey’s HSD). For characterization of mSTS neurons 

in the passive fixation and chicken tasks, two-tailed, unpaired student’s t-test were 

performed. Significance was set at α ≤ 0.05 for all statistical tests. Data distribution was 

assumed to be normal but this was not formally tested.

Further information is available in the Life Sciences Reporting Summary linked to this 

article.

Data availability:

The data forming the basis of this study are available from the corresponding author upon 

reasonable request.

Code availability:

The custom analysis code used in this study are available from the corresponding author 

upon reasonable request.
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Extended Data

Extended Data Fig. 1. Monitoring of gaze behaviour and trial outcomes
A) ROIs for M1’s gaze (red) indicated by rectangles drawn around other monkey’s face, 

other player’s car, and the payout tokens ahead and to the side. All other gaze points directed 

to the screen are labeled ‘Screen’.

B) Proportion of trials resulting in mixed strategy Nash equilibrium when Vstr>Vcoop and 

pure Nash equilibrium when Vcoop>Vstr. Solid light blue line, high joystick direction signal 

(90% dot motion coherence) trials; dotted dark blue line, ambiguous joystick direction signal 

(0% dot motion coherence) trials. Fine lines indicate +- SEM for 4 live monkey pairs 

(n=75,630 trials).

C) Monkeys look at the most informative stimuli, calibrated by social context.

Top panel: Probability M1 looked towards other player’s car (i) or face/face space (computer 

condition) (ii), aligned to moving dots onset, in live (blue), decoy (green), and computer 

(black) conditions. Bottom panel: Difference in probability of gaze towards other player’s 
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car (i) or face (ii) on high and ambiguous joystick direction signal (dot motion coherence) 

trials. All data calculated in 1ms bins.

Extended Data Fig. 2. Choice outcomes over time and between agency conditions, and the effect 
of dominance relationships on model fits.
A) Probability of a crash (top panel) or cooperate (lower panel) event over time. Each point 

represents a bin of 5 trials from all sessions as a function of social context (blue, live; green, 

decoy; grey, computer. n =164,259 trials).
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B) Probability of a crash (top panel) or cooperate (lower panel) event as a function of payout 

conditions (difference in the number of tokens available straight ahead, Vstr, and cooperate, 

Vcoop). Red circles/solid lines, high joystick direction signal (90% dot motion coherence) 

trials; black triangles/dashed lines, ambiguous joystick direction signal (0% dot motion 

coherence) trials.

C) Frequency of deviating as a function of frequency of choosing straight for 4 monkey 

pairs, segregated by social dominance. For a given pair, number of times they chose deviate 

(y-axis) or straight (x-axis) are plotted. Symbol fill colors indicate monkey identity; symbol 

outline colors indicate monkey dyads. Note that mid-ranking monkeys (purple and brown) 

fall on both sides of the diagonal, suggesting that strategy depends more on relative status 

than identity.

D) Improvements in model fits depend on dominance relationship between monkeys.

Models were fit to each monkey’s choices playing specific other monkeys. Y-axis shows 

increase in AIC/trial when intention was added to model. Within each monkey pair, one was 

always dominant to the other, and AIC/trials are segregated by relative status. Grey dotted 

lines connect monkeys playing each other; colors indicate monkey identity.
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Extended Data Fig. 3. Location of neural recordings (ACCg & mSTS) and example neurons.
A) Recording locations in ACCg (orange, coronal section) and mSTS (green, coronal and 

para-sagittal sections). CS, cingulate sulcus; LS, lateral sulcus; A, anterior; P, posterior. A/P 

distance from inter-aural 0 indicated for coronal sections.

B) PSTHs for 2 example ACCg neurons and 2 example mSTS neurons in monkeys playing a 

live monkey, aligned to moving dots onset (left) and juice delivery (right). Payoff token 

onset occurs 500 ms before dots onset, cars move 4 s, later and juice delivery occurs 900 +/

−100ms after cars move. Top two rows, example neurons sensitive to payouts (light blue: 

Vstraight > Vcooperate; dark blue: Vcooperate > Vstraight); bottom two rows, neurons 
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sensitive to joystick direction signal strength (dot motion coherence); dark red, 0% 

coherence; light red, 90% coherence.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1: Modified “chicken” game with the option to cooperate.
A) General setup. Two male monkeys (M1 & M2) sat opposite each other across a shared 

horizontal screen. Each monkey had visual access to the other monkey and the screen, but 

could not see the bodies, hands or joysticks of either monkey.

B) Overhead view of the setup. M1(red) controlled the red annulus (hereafter “car”) with a 

joystick. He could choose either the 23 red tokens straight ahead, behind M2’s (blue) car, or 

‘deviate’ and choose the 18 tokens on the left. If he chose the latter, he received only 3 

tokens if M2 chose straight, but he would receive all 18 if M2 also chose the same option 

and they “pushed” the coordination bar together, displacing it and allowing access to the 
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tokens behind it. If both chose straight the cars collided and neither monkey received reward. 

Each token = 20ul of juice. For more details see Supplementary Information.

C) Task sequence. After two cars appeared on screen, both monkeys released their joysticks 

to begin the trial. Colored tokens denoting available reward amounts appeared, followed by 

onset of moving dots within each car 500ms later. On a randomly selected 50% of trials, dot 

motion was 90% correlated with joystick direction; on the remaining trials dot motion was 

random. The moving dots stayed illuminated for 4s, while monkeys moved their joysticks to 

point toward one of the two token arrays. The monkeys were allowed to move the joysticks 

freely as they deliberated. To commit to a choice, monkeys held the joystick in a single 

direction for 500ms, at which point the moving dots changed from white to colored. After 

commitment, further movement of the joystick had no impact on task events or dot 

movement. At the end of the 4s decision period, the cars translated in the chosen direction, 

and juice was delivered after the cars touched the tokens, approximately 1s later.

D) Example choice outcomes. Each monkey could choose straight or deviate. (i) Both go 

straight and crash, neither receives juice. ii (iii) M1 (M2) goes straight, receiving 28 tokens 

and M2 (M1) deviates, receiving 3 tokens or the ‘chicken reward.’ (iv) Both deviate/

cooperate and push the bar, releasing the 10 tokens behind it for a total of 13 tokens each. 

Note that the white bar pushes back to release the tokens behind the bar in the (iv) cooperate 

outcome but in none of the others.
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Figure 2: Monkeys understand the task and discriminate social context.
A) Outcomes for monkey B and monkey C across all sessions playing together (n=29,147 

trials) plotted in a payout matrix. Top row, outcomes when payout for straight (Vstr) was 

larger than payout for cooperation (Vcoop); bottom row, outcomes when payout for 

cooperation was larger than payout for straight. Vsafe was a small, constant reward of 3 

tokens. Right column, high joystick direction signal trials (90% coherent dot motion); left 

column, low joystick direction signal trials (0% coherent dot motion). Yellow bordered cells 

indicate mixed strategy Nash equilibrium when Vstr>Vcoop and pure Nash equilibrium 

when Vcoop>Vstr. Payoff matrix. M1 (red) = row player; M2 (blue) = column player.
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B) Probability of gaze on regions of interest aligned to token onset, dot onset (decision 

period), cars move (outcomes revealed), and juice delivery (reward) when monkey played 

against a live monkey (blue), a decoy monkey (green) or computer (black). First row: other 

player’s face/face space (computer condition). Second row: other player’s car. Third row: 

tokens straight ahead. Bottom row: cooperative tokens.

*curves do not sum to 1 as we only show gaze behaviour to specific areas of interests (refer 

Extended Data Figure 2A)
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Figure 3: Monkey choice behavior is best explained by a sophisticated, recursive model including 
information about payoffs for self and other, other player’s predicted strategy, and strategy 
prediction error.
A) Schematic model of the decision-making process for a monkey player. Models of 

increasing sophistication were iteratively fit to choices and evaluated by AIC. Yellow box 

represents the player monkey and all variables hypothesized to be calculated internally; 

everything outside box is externally observable to both players. Payout conditions (Vt) and 

joystick direction signal strength (dot motion coherence, s) are independent variables 

selected randomly across trials. The monkey and the other player make choices (Ct and Ct’ 
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respectively), resulting in outcomes observed by both players. In the logit model, we assume 

the only factor contributing to the monkey’s choice is payout (Vt). In the hybrid RL-logit 

model, we included calculation of an expected value for each option from the payout 

conditions to include information about prior outcomes via reinforcement learning. We also 

included an autocorrelation factor (not shown). The intention model (green boxes and 

arrows) assumes the monkey player (yellow) forms a belief about the other player’s 

propensity to yield (p’), which itself is based on available payouts. Prediction of the other 

player’s strategy (p’) can be improved by incorporating a strategic prediction error (SPE, red 

box and arrows), which allows the monkey to update his prediction of the other player’s 

actions based on the difference between his predicted and observed choices rather than trial 

outcomes alone.

B) Difference in AIC per trial compared to hybrid RL-logit model in the live, decoy, and 

computer conditions. Grey bars, average AIC/trial decrease compared to the combined 
logistic-RL model (third bar location on the x-axis, empty grey box). First bar shows 

decrease in AIC when payout conditions (Vt) were not included in model (V=0, naïve RL). 

Second bar shows AIC when reward prediction error (Q) was not included (Q=0, ‘logistic’). 

4th-6th bars all show model improvements by addition of the other player’s utility function/

intentionality (‘intention’, green box) and strategy prediction error learning (‘SPE-learning’, 

red boxes) to the model. The full model is represented by the 6th bar. Model fit results for 

individual monkeys denoted by colored circles.

C) Comparison of intention model predictions and observed choices for an example pair of 

monkeys. Red lines show predicted choices for monkey C given payoffs and monkey B’s 

predicted choices. Black lines show observed choices for monkey C when playing monkey 

B. Solid lines, high joystick direction signal (90% dot motion coherence) trials; dotted lines, 

ambiguous joystick direction signal (0% dot motion coherence) trials.

D) Comparison of intention model predictions (green lines) of monkey B’s choices from the 

perspective of monkey C (player’s belief) compared to monkey B’s observed choices 

(black). Solid lines, high joystick direction signal (90% dot motion coherence) trials; dotted 

lines, ambiguous joystick direction signal (0% dot motion coherence) trials.
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Figure 4: Example mSTS neuron signaling cooperative reward independent of gaze direction 
and reward size.
Top: Gaze on regions of interest (ROIs) for monkey B on trials with ‘chicken,’ cooperate, 

and selfish outcomes, aligned to target onset, dots onset, cars move, and juice delivery. Each 

row plots a rastergram of gaze on ROIs for a single trial (n=299 trials).

Rectangular boxes indicate other player’s face, other player’s car, and tokens ahead and to 

the side, while gaze elsewhere on screen labeled ‘Screen’ (See Extended figure 1A).

Bottom: Peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) for an example mSTS neuron on trials the 

monkey player chose cooperative, selfish, and ‘chicken’ rewards. Upper panel plots firing 
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rates on all trials; lower panel plots firing rates only on trials where the monkey did not look 

at the other player during juice delivery. Number of trials for each outcome (all trials / no 

look trials) : cooperate (108/ 104), selfish ( 130/ 30), ‘chicken’( 61/ 55)
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Figure 5: Example ACCg neuron sensitive to cooperative reward independent of gaze direction 
and reward size.
Top: Gaze on regions of interest (ROIs) for monkey B on trials with ‘chicken,’ cooperate, 

and selfish outcomes, aligned to target onset, dots onset, cars move, and juice delivery. Each 

row plots a rastergram of gaze on ROIs for a single trial (100 trials for each condition is 

shown, a subset of the 609 trials in the session).

Rectangular boxes indicate other player’s face, other player’s car, and tokens ahead and to 

the side, while gaze elsewhere on screen labeled ‘Screen’ (See Extended figure 2A).
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Bottom: Peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) for an example mSTS neuron on trials the 

monkey player chose cooperative, selfish, and ‘chicken’ rewards (n=609). Upper panel plots 

firing rates on all trials; lower panel plots firing rates only on trials where the monkey did 

not look at the other player during juice delivery. Number of trials for each outcome (all 

trials / no look trials) : cooperate (202/ 195), selfish ( 118/ 92), ‘chicken’( 289/ 213)
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Figure 6: Neurons in ACCg and mSTS signal strategic information.
A) Proportion of neurons in ACCg and mSTS in live, decoy, and computer conditions 

showing significant firing rate modulations based on 20-fold cross validated LMs (leaving 

out 1/20 of the trials per neuron each time) as a function of joystick direction signal strength 

(dot motion coherence), reward size, gaze towards other player’s face, other player’s 

predicted strategy (p’) and cooperation during the period 0-500ms after cars began 

translating and 250-1250ms after juice delivery (grey shading in figures 4A & B). * indicate 

statistically significant differences between mSTS and ACCg (2-way ANOVA) followed by 
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Tukey-HSD. For details see Supplementary Table 1. Data exclude single player control 

trials.

B) Mean absolute LM coefficients for all neurons.

C) Performance metrics for decoding whether monkeys had cooperated based on firing rates 

during the juice delivery epoch in the live, decoy, and computer conditions. Top row, mSTS; 

bottom row, ACCg. Grey lines indicate ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curves for 

each neuron, while histograms show the area under the ROC curve for each neuron (axis to 

the right, showing proportions of cells in the condition). In all cases, population decoding 

performed better than chance (AUROC>0.5, p<<10−20). n denotes number of neurons in 

each condition.
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Figure 7: Strategic signaling by mSTS neurons is independent of visual responsiveness and 
feature selectivity.
A) (i) PSTH for an example mSTS neuron (same neuron as figure 4) recorded during 

fixation while luminance-balanced images were presented centrally for 400ms. Firing rates 

aligned to image onset (purple, human face; green, monkey face; blue, object; brown, 

monkey perineum). Black line plots firing rates aligned to onset of the first of five images 

presented on each passive fixation trial. (ii) PSTH for the same example mSTS neuron 

recorded during the chicken task aligned to token onset while the monkey maintained gaze 

centrally. Firing rates 200ms prior to payoff presentation did not differ from firing rates 
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150-350ms after payoff presentation (p=0.31, two-tailed unpaired t-test). For population, see 

Supplementary Table 3.

B) Population histograms plotting visual response index (i & ii) and feature selectivity index 

(iii & iv) for mSTS neurons recorded during both the passive fixation task and the chicken 

game. Colored bars indicate neurons showing significant effects of cooperation (i & iii) and 

other player’s predicted strategy (ii & iv). Neurons signaling strategic information were not 

distinct from the overall population in terms of visual responsiveness or feature selectivity (p 

= (i) 0.78, (ii) 0.93, (iii) 0.23, (iv)0.96 ; two-tailed unpaired t-test).

C) Venn diagrams showing overlap in visual and strategic signaling by mSTS neurons. Two-

hundred twenty-seven mSTS neurons were studied in both the chicken game (n=448) and 

passive fixation task (n=407). (i) Visually responsive neurons in the chicken game were 

determined by comparing firing rates 200ms prior to payoff presentation to firing rates 

150-350ms after payoff presentation (purple); visually responsive neurons in the passive 

fixation task were identified by comparing firing rates 200ms prior to the onset of the first 

image to firing rates 150-350ms after first image onset (purple). The intersection of the 

circles shows the fractions of neurons that were members of two or more feature sets. (ii) 

Upper row: subpopulation of mSTS neurons selective for monkey faces overlapped slightly 

with subpopulations that signaled cooperation (salmon) or the other player’s predicted 

strategy (green). Bottom row: subpopulation of mSTS neurons selective for monkey perinea/

bodies overlapped slightly with subpopulation that signaled cooperation (salmon) and not at 

all with the subpopulation that signaled the other player’s predicted strategy (green).
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